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Central Board Votes to Put
Systematic Check on All
ASUM Affairs
Members of the Central Board vot
ed to place responsibility 'for the
printing and distribution o f all tickets
for student activities in the hands of
the ASUM manager, at a meeting in
Main hall Tuesday afternoon, Feb
ruary 2. This action covers all ac
tivities wherein the ASUM can be
held responsible for debts incurred
and was taken as a means of estab
lishing a systematic check on student
activities.
The board discussed the advisabil
ity of putting the expense for purchas
ing a banner and hiring a referee for,
intra-mural athletics on the ASUM,
but unanimously voted the suggestion
down on the grounds that a salary is
,jbeing paid the manager to handle in^ter-college activities.
Discuss Coach
The question of hiring a baseball
coach was also brought up, but ex
ception was taken to diverting funds
from the ASUM for the purpose of
hiring a coach. President Dahlberg
was directed to take the matter up
with Dr. Clapp.

IOWA STATE TRIMS
VARSITY RIFLE TEAM
Iowa State College rifle team de
feated Montana in the match which
was shot last week, according to
lieutenant' H. J. LaCroix, who* re
ports that the score received from
'the Iowa team was 3701 out of a
^/possible 4000. In the score-sheet
received from Iowa State there were
two scores of 100 in the prone posi
tion. This is a perfect score. The
Grizzly representatives scored 3208.
The local team is shooting in the
•F o restry match a t the present time—
the lumberjacks having shot their
side of the score last week. The for
esters' results have been posted in
the ROTC armory.

Artist Group Plans
Ball; Riedell Talks
on Color Analysis
Committees for the work connected
with the Art League bull, to be given
March 13, were chosen at a meeting
of the a rt club in the Fine Arts stu
dio Tuesday evening. Professor Clif
ford II. Riedell, head of the depart
ment, gave a lecture on the Riedell
theory of color and various forms of
entertainment followed.
Groups of charts illustrating the
theory and showing an analysis of all
possible color combinations were dis
played during the session. Winifred
Matthews sang several solos, accom
panied on the piano by Jess Lee Hall
and Maureen Desmond gave two red*
- rations. Refreshments were served
later.
Two contests are to be conducted
in connection with the Art League
ball Free admission will be awarded
the student submitting to the Art de
partment the best name for the affair
The second contest is for the choice
of a Queen of the Ball. Each fra
ternity and South hall, the men's dor
mitory, may submit the name of a girl
for the contest. Votes will be sold
at 5 cents apiece.
Those in charge of the various
committees arc: John Allen, decora
irons committee; Louis Williams, floor
and dance committee; Bill Carver,
queen contest committee; John Ryan,
publicity.
I t has not yet been announced
where the ball will be held.
T H E T A SIGM A PHI H O L D S
INITIA TIO N C E R E M O N I E S

Formal initiation ceremonies of
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s national
honorary journalism fraternity, were
held last night qt the Journalism
building.
The pledges who were initiated are:
Aunabelle Desmon, of Dillon; Helen
Zeh, of Missoula, and Iluldu Miller,
of Hardin.
Immediately following the ceremony
banquet was given in honor of the
* new initiates.
D A N C E PLANS CO M P LETE

Plans have been completed for the
South ball quarterly dance, which
will be held Saturday night in the
dining room of the hall.
i f The chaperons attending the dance
will be Dr. and Mrs. Clapp, Miss
Monica Burke, Miss L. Lowman, T.
Swearingen and J. B. Sjeer.

Professor N. J. Lennes, head of
Tryouts for the one act pin
the Mathematics department at the
Notices stating that all conver
be prodaccd by the University P
University of Montana, received word sations are~to be limited to three
this quarter will be held in Mai
from his publishers Tuesday that the minutes have been posted in the
evised issue of a Business Arithmetic,
telephone -booths of -the residence •auditorium Monday at 4 p. in.
which he rewrote a year ago, is off halls on the campus. Telephone Ip arts are open to -all Students who
the press and on the market.
operators on the University ex wish to try for them.
The book, which was written by change have been instructed to dis
This quarter the Players will"at->
Clapp and Dahlberg Appoint
Professor Lennes in 1918, is intend connect the line a t the end of that tempt to differ the usual program of
Ten Representatives to
ed for high school and business col period. .
l a series of one-act sketches and willWork on Proctor Plan
lege work. At the present time the
produce Molicre’s “Learned Ladies,”
high schools of Portland and Spokane
a three-act play, as well as a oneare using the book in all commercial
net curtain raiser. “Learned Ladies-”
Committees have been appointed by
arithmetic classes and Seattle schools
is a play whose theme though old is
are beginning to show favoritism
President Clapp, of the University,
as applicable now as. when it was
Clapp, Miss Merrietees,
“ Interior Decorating" Is Topic for toward it.
and
President Dahlberg, of the
written and should lend itself easily
Miss Platt Make First
Twenty-Minute Talk
ASUM, to discuss the present system
The first edition of the book proved
j to modern interpretation,
Addresses
From KUOM
its popularity by selling over 100,000
of
proctored
examinations adopted at
j According to the students in- charge,,
-copiea Professor Lennqs expects
the last general convocation last quar
it will be one of the most pretentious
the revised edition to go beyond the
ter,
in
an
effort
to devise a more ef
things ever attempted by th e Players.
With an attendance of more than ficient means of organization. The
Speaking on “Interior Decorating," previous mark.
100
girls
from
the
high
schools
of
faculty
committee
consists of C. W.
Technicians
and
property
managers
Professor Clifford Riedell of the Fine
Arlce, Plains, Florence-Carlton, St. Leaphart, chairman; E. A. Atkinson,
Arts department will talk for 20 min
for “Icebound," the Masquers’ winter
Ignatius,
Stevensvitle
and
the
Sacred
M.
J.
Elrod,
L.
Meriele.es,
J. E. Mil
utes from the University broadcast
quarter play, have been chosen and j
Heart Academy, the first vocational ler. The student committee consists
ing station KUOM, Monday evening.
will go to work immediately on the J
conference
for
girls
to
be
held
here
of
Woodard
Dutton,
chairman;
Archie
Mr. Riedell will treat his subject
mechanics of the production, accord
opened at the Missoula county high Blair, W arren Maudlin, M artin P a t
from the standpoint that the attitude
ing to Carl Glick, head of the dra
school
last
evening.
The
meeting
is
terson,
George
Boldt.
.
and the costume of the person who
matic department. The staging of
similar to the annual convention held
According to President Dahlberg,
occupies the room, determines the
“Icebound” is only a few weeks away
a t Bozeman but on a smaller scale. extreme difficulty was experienced
personality of the Toom. He will dis
and every effort is being made to in
^Principal G. A. Ketcham of the last quarter in drafting students to
cuss the space division of the walls
sure the success of the play.
local high school opened the conven act as proctors. I t is desirable that
of the home, and the relation, of fu r
The scenery will be something dif Child Labor Question Argued
Editorial Association Includ ferent from that usually attempted by by Opposing Teams From tion with an address of welcome to a plan be worked out which will in
niture to such divisions.
which Gladys Bigee, president of the sure competent proctoring, and elim
Successful interior decorating, Mr.
ed in the Program for
the Masquers. To create the true
Normal and University
Poison Girls’ dub, responded., Mrs. inate the unsatisfactory features aris
Riedell feels, can only be accomplished
This Year’s Event
atmosphere for the cast the scenery I
C. II. Clapp spoke on “W hat Is the ing from lack of organization.
when the home maker has a complete
will be'papered and set in an exact
Law of Your N ature?" and Miss Lucia
Success Depends on Students.
appreciation of the use of color
reproduction of the interior of an oldDillon
Normal
college
women
de
B.
Mcrielcss of the English depart
“I t is squarely up to the students,"
schemes both in the room itself and
Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of the fashioned New England farmhouse.
ment spoke on “Adventures in Friend- said President Dahlberg in comment
baters
met
the
University
women's
for costuming those who are in
Suggestibility through objects of a
Stock sizes in windows and doors will Interscholastic track meet committee, minor character jvill be treated as in team in Main hall auditorium at 8 j ship." Several numbers were given ing on the selection of a committee,
be criticized as detrimental to the announced todays after a meeting of the latest stage settings. The entire o’clock last night. The subject for by the boys’ quartet and Miss Ruth “to make a success of-the plan which
artistic home, because in most cases the committee in Main hall Wednes effect of lighting and properties will the debate was: “Resolved, that the Shauglmessy of Sacret H eart Acad they suggested and adopted in execu
emy rendered a piano solo.
tive session. The duty of proctoring,
they are not'in keeping with the rest day evening, that the 12th to 15th be subjected to a renovation.
child labor amendment, as proposed
“The two great problems in our as an essential to the system should
of the room. Mr. Riedell also believes
The staff is*as follows: Assistant and rejected by the several states,
of May has been set as the dates for
be willingly accepted and efficiently
director, Mary Mechling; stage man should be adopted.” After the de
the 23rd Annual Interscholastic.
(Continued on Page 3)
discharged."
(Continued on Page 3)
A motion was passed to include all ager, Philip Ring; scenery, John Al bate, which was a non-decision con
Interscholastic Editorial Association len; properties, Edmund Fritz, Clara test, the teams held an open forum
of Montana members in the catalogue Shriver, Hildegarde Wiseberg; lights discussion.
Pauline Astle, Elsie Blair and Clara
and program this year. This group John Schroeder; business manager,
Flynn, the -University affirmative
will have the same space as allotted Donald Buckingham.
team, opposed the Dillon negative
other competing teams. The com
The Pharmacy club will hold a
team composed of Mrs. Mary Marhtz,
Tryouts for Varsity Vodvil will be meeting this afternoon a t 3 o’clock,
Harold Reely, senior in business mittee found it impossible to pay the
Alice
Bennet
and
Ann
Henck.
Those
expenses
of
the
association
members
at
which time- Alex Peterson, of the
held
in
Main
hall
Saturday,
February
administration, was chosen manager
I on the University negative team who 20, according to Harold Reely, man Peterson Drug company of Missoula,
of Varsity Vodvil at a meeting of the this year but contestant badges will
debated
in
Dillon
last
night
were
Dor
be
distributed,
which
will
entitle
them
will
speak to the Pharmacy students
ager.
He
states
that
all
organiza
Central board of the ASUM, Tuesday
othy Quigley, Liz Maury and Olivia tions entering acts must be ready for on the “New Pre-requisite Require
to the same admission privileges to
February 2.
O’Leary.
The
program
was
broad
events
th
at
other
contesting
groups
ments
for Pharmacy Students." The
tryout
at
that
time
and
that
the
acts
Reely bas had considerable work
cast from KUOM.
must be limited to fifteen minutes. National Pharmacy board association
along this line, having been connected have.
The
affirmative
tra
‘eel
the
developOpens
W
ith
Parade.
has
drawn
up a number of pre-requi
This
early
tryout
will
enable
the
with the Montana Masquers, Univer
What appears to be a prediction of
Thursday the meet will officially the second coming of Christ has been I=„ment of the child labor evil in the competing acts to be thoroughly re sites which will be required by the
sity dramatic organization, for three
S.
and
maintained
that
there
is
open
with
the
parade
of
all
contest
students
before
they can work in a
hearsed
before
the
main
event,
which
years. He was manager of the
received at the president’s office from
. .
...
. . ,
. ,,
._
■■ ■
fr.
n
need for uniform. .legislation,
Masquers during the season of 1923- ants and on Friday Governor Erick an unknown
source.
The paper
. ’ ,that the
.. will -be held a t the Wilma theater, drug store. Twenty-three states have
son
has
been
invited
to
review
the
already
accepted
their decision.
March
6.
24. This was before the manage-'
which is written in a fine hand and Droblem “ “ ” ot be r ^ at<* * tbe
ment of Masquer productions was di ROTO battalion. Awards for the with an almost complete lack of statcs and that »reseDt alate laws arc
Two large silver loving cups have
vided into separate divisions. Reely meet have been ordered and the rail punctuation is headed “Millenium" inadequate or unenforced. They a r been ordered, which will be awarded
will have complete charge of this roads are being consulted on rates to and take up four pages of what is in gued that child labor is a national the two best acts at the final per
year's affair, which has been set for and from the meet. Entrance blanks tended to be proof of the author’s problem and as such demands fed formance.
eral legislation; that such an amend
of a simplified form have been final assertion.
March 6.
ment would not give Congress unreaworked out, which include spaces for
“I have often said and now repeat
L E T T E R S TO B U C K H O U S E
athletes, declamatory speakers and no people can make great headway* j sonable power but would eradicate
A S K F O R IN FO R M A TIO N
debators. The debate team entrance without lots of money. But what is child labor ■problems, and further
ON L I B R A R Y F I X T U R E S
blanks must be in this year a t the money,” starts the paper and follows more, that the amendment provides
Craig hall girls were guests of the
same time as all other contestant a discussion of currency notes and for protection of state rights, and
Mi: Gertrude Buckhouse, Univer Forestry club at its regular meeting
Wallace Brennan, '24, gave an in blanks. The date set for the return
bonds added to which the author that the welfare of children should sity librarian, has recently received
Wednesday night iu the forestry li
teresting and instructive account of of these blanks is May 5.
not
be
sacrificed
for
a
theory
of
gov
dwells on the Florida real estate
letters asking information regarding brary. More than 150 enjoyed the
his Oriental trip at a regular meet
Doctor Rrowe said, concerning the boom. Electric currents are discussed ernment.
ing of the Press Club, Wednesday present condition of the track, “cin
The negative contended that the the new library. These inquiries entertainment which included comic
and from that topic the author pro
have been requested in response to recitations, singing, music and danc
evening in the shack.
ders are arriving daily and providing ceeds to take up the Millennium. The proposed amendment is unnecessary
an article which Miss Buckhouse sub ing. Dean T. C. Spaulding opened
Brennan left Seattle October 6, the weather continues as it is now
second page has on it a chart so cos because the states have taken ade mitted to the “Library Journal" some
1925, on the S. S. President Jeffer there is no doubt in my mind but
the meeting with an address of wel
mopolitan in its content that it con quate steps to solve the problem and months ago.
son to make the fifty-four day trip what the straightaway and distance
come to which President Jesse Tay
that the evils are less serious than
One of the letters comes from The
to Manila by way of Vancouver, Aleu runs will be in perfect condition in veys little meaning.
The paper ends with the statement, ordinarily supposed. The law would West Texas State Teachers College lor of Craig hall responded.
tian Islands, Yokohama, Tokyo. Kobe, time for the meet.''
The principal speaker of the eve
“February 19 may have been the be unwise in theory and would create of Canyon, Texas. In his letter,
Shanghai and Hong-Kong, and re
birth of Christ and February 19,1926, new problems; besides, federal legis Tennessee Malone, librarian for that ning was Dr. C. A. Schenck, tempo
turned by the same route. While on
rarily
connected with the faculty of
lation
could
not
solve
the
problem
the date of the Millennium if He re
the trip he took many interesting pic
satisfactorily. I t would be inexpedi institution, states that they are hop the Forestry school, who described
peats in exact cycles.”
ing to have a library building granted the universities of Europe. He was
tures of the places visited, and col
ent
and
impossible
to
enforce
in
prac
Anyone interested in Millenniums—
by the next legislature and would ap -1 followed by several alumni of the
lected a number of souvenirs, .among
geography, psychology,
arithmetic tice.
predate any information as to the forestry school.
them being a Japanese kimona of
and real estate, may see the letter by
stylo
of desks, and comparative cost
silk with u bird of paradise embroi
Nelson Fritz gave a comic mono
Clef Club Meeting Held Tuesday.
calling for it at the Kaimin office.
in contrast with tbe installation of logue and Miss Gretta Shriver, ac
dered on the back, a piece of Egyptian
tables.
A similar letters comes from companied by her sister Clara Dell,
tapestry embroidered in gold, a Chi
Clef Club met Tuesday evening at
T I C K E T S P L A C E D ON S A L E
nese opium set, a water-pipe, a model
seven-thirty ut the music practice Rochester Public Library of Roches gave a solo. Members of Phi Delta
Experiments to determine how F O R A N N U A L C O -E D H O P;
of a Filipino bolo in bone and horn,
Phi furnished saxophone, banjo and
house. Plans vfor the next meeting, ter, N. Y.
L IM I T E D N U M B E R O F F E R E D
a metal casket carved with dragons, much correlation there is between hab
piano music. During a break in the
ut which a series of musical numbers
and a pair of Japanese shoes with it and memory are being conducted
will be given, were discussed, after P A R T O F G R O U P P I C T U R E S
dancing, which followed the program,
Tickets
for
the
Co-ed
formal,
which
M A IL E D TO S E N T I N E L B Y
their cleated bottoms. He told the under the direction of Professor F.
lunch was served.
which the meeting was adjourned.
C U R T IS S TU D IO S , S T . P A U L
club also of the many curious events 0 . Smith, head of the psychology de will be held a t the Elite February 12,
Other guests, who attended the
and customs that he encountered in partment, and other, members of that were put on sale this week. As only
meeting were, Mrs. C. A. Schenck,
Part of the group pictures which Mrs. T. C. Spaulding Mrs. Fay Clark,
department. They are being made in a limited number are to be sold, those
the Orient.
were ordered by organizations, came Mrs. Leroy Merrifield, Mrs. Art
Before Mr. Brennan’s talk, Ann connection with classes in general in charge urge that everyone buy
early.
Thursday and were distributed, ac Cramer, Mrs. Turner, house mother
Nilson give a financial report for the psychology.
The tickets can be secured at any
cording to .word received from Bob of Craig hall, Mrs. Sam Harris, Mrs.
The aim of these experiments is to
Press Club banquet.
Warden, editor of the SentineL All Yofcelson, Mrs. Fox and Mr. and Mrs.
find out to what extent identical fac of the sorority bouses, North hall,
other orders that have not been re  DeJarnett. Alumni members present
tors are common to the processes of and Craig hall, or from Annbel Des
D E S IG N C O N T E S T S F O R
habit and memory. The method of in mond and Eloise Cranglcr
ceived will either come to the year included Ralph Fields, Art" Cramer,
W O R L D P E A C E P R IM E R
Nan Walsh, chairman of the dance,
book office, or will be mailed direct to ’Wee Fry, Sandvig and Molr.
O P E N TO A R T S T U D E N T S vestigating a problem of this kind
Committees for the M Club tourna- the residence houses. “Anyone wish
requires making measurements upon has called a meeting of all commitTwo design contests have opened the formation of a habit and upon tees for Tuesday afternoon at four ment lmve been appointed and plans ing to correspond with the Curtis
'to the Art department students dur memorizing various kinds of mater •o’clock in the AWS office, a t which ure being made to hold the tourna- studios should address their commu
ment sometime before March 11 in nications to M. E. Youngberg 408
ing the past week. The Montana ial and then finding the index of cor time plans will be completed.
---------------- ------------order that there will be no need of Wabasha street, St. Paul.,, said W ar
Federation of Women’s clubs has of relation between the two measure
OILS, P A S T E L S I N C L U D E D
| applying for u new boxing license and den, concerning correspondence with
Craig hall girls will hold their an
fered $20 for the -best cover design ments.
Mirror drawing, which consists in
IN W IL L I A M S ’ E X H I B I T permit this year, according to Cam- the photographer.
nual stunt night next Thursday. All
for a pamphlet which is to be circu
.
mie Meagher, president of the club.
girls in the dormitory will participate
lated through the country. The book tracing a sta r as reflected in a rairin several features which have been
Pastels and oils by Louis Williams “Tbe way things are shaping up the IN S T R U C T O R R E C E I V E S W IR E
is to be called the World Peace Prim  | ror, is the particular type of habit
er, the contents will be devoted to which is being studied. Memory is will be on display in the studio of the outlook is -bright * for quite a few A N N O U N C IN G B IR T H O F C H IL D prepared for the program.
Grotesque and fashionable costumes
‘a discussion of peace problems. Sev tested by learning nonsense, syllables, Fine Arts department, starting to- snappy bouts. The members of the
Dr. J. H. Bradley, Jr., of the Uni will be worn by the girls. During tbe
eral students are also working on a related and unrelated words and day. The display, by the local artist, boxing classes are working hard and
ol of them are showing up as versity geological department, re  course of the evening, each table will
design for the envelopes which will stanzas of poetry.
is composed of western and Montana
r fighters," said Meagher. “The ceived a telegram from Chicago give a song and each of the three
Another experiment is being con » enes. There are ltf pastels and
be used to send out summer school
ducted as a special problem by ad four or five oils in the collection.
non are equally hard a t work and Thursday morning informing him that floors will provide entertainment in
information.
vanced psychology students to deter
The studio is to be left open dur- should have some good exhibitions he is the father of an eight pound the form of stunts.
mine the influence of color upon the ing Sunday afternoon so that towns- ready for the contests. Further plans daughter whose name is Margaret
Lewis Erhlioh Called to Butte.
Following are the
committees
perception of distance. Red and blue people may see the pictures. The are expected to be made at the next Ruth. The telegram stated that the which have been appointed by Jessie
baby was born a t 9 o'clock Wednes Taylor, president of Craig hall, to
Lewis Erhlich, sophomore in the colors are being used, and the meas display is to be left in place for at meeting of the dub."
day night and that mother and child take care of tbe program:
The committees are:
Pharmacy school, received a telegram urements are made under standardized least a week, according to Clifford
from the Family Drug company of conditions of illumination and other Riedell, head of the A rt department.
Finance, George Axtell, Jimmy are both doing well
F irst and second floors—Billy Mc
----------------------O’Conner; equipment, Andy CogsMrs. Bradley, who has been in the Rae, chairman; Alice Bouquet and
Butte, Monday afternoon, asking him variable factors.
The above experiments, with others
Miss Nora Osburn of Jordan, a well. Lew Yierhus, Dnnta Hanson; middle west for some time, is expect Joice Webb.
to take charge of the store there be
cause .of the death of Leon C, Davis, under way, will be published eventually freshman in the Pharmacy school, has program, Ben Plummer, Milt Ritter; ed ' to arrive in Missoula before the
Third floor—Jess Lee Hall, chair
’09, who was mysteriously murdered as a group of experiments from the jrbefen chosen reporter for the Pacific advertising. Arnie Gillette, Clarence opening of the spring quarter. She man; Marian Hart and Mildred Colearly Monday morning.
psychology laboratory. .
will be accompanied by her mother.
1Anderson.
| Drug Review of Portland.

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
MEET IH CONGRESS

ART STAFF BEGINS

CO-ED DEBATE

DATE SET FOR
ANNUAL MEET

VODVIL TRYOUTS
CLUB
.SET FOR FEB. 30; PHARMACISTS’
TO HEAR PETERSON
CUPS ORDERED

BOARD APPOINTS
REELY MANAGER
VARSITY VODVIL

Christ Is Coming
Modem Wise Man
Predicts in Letter

Foresters Entertain
Dormitory Residents
at Regular Meeting

JOURNALISTS HEAR
BRENNAN ON ORIENT

TO CONDUCT
PSYCHOLOGY TESTS

M

TOURNAMENT PUNS

CRAIG HALL TO HOLD
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roundings, their work is judged rather on
Montana Fight
a qualitative than a quantitative basis and
fewer failures are permitted. At the end
A p ril 4, 1806.
of the'sophomore year—providing students
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of
Main
hall
auditorium was packed
He
who
sleeps
feels
not
the
the University of Montana.
have passed in the number of hours desig
with Montana students.
toothache.—Shakbspeare.
nated
as
a
standard
prei'cquisite
to
junior
Spokesmen
of two opposing groups
Entered as second-class m atter a t Missoula, Montana,
struggled for recognition.
standing—they are passed by a committee
under act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
One
after
another
they spoke earn
on Examinations and Standing. In cases
estly.
Subscription price $2.50 per year.
where students have neglected their stud
The leader of the larger group of
ies and failed to grasp the purpose of a
fered a compromise.
college training, making it in all probabil
Applause rippled down the aisle.
Editor.__________________________ Woodard Dutton
ity certain that they will not be able to
and
A motion was made ,
Associate Editors.............. A nn Nilson, Eddie Reeder,
keep pace with the more exacting require
carried.
Winnifred Wilson,
Pity
the
poor
postage
stamp,
ments of the higher class, they must make
Business Manager.................................Jack E. Coulter
never knows when it’s licked.
Out of a spirit of cooperation had
Sports Editor......................................Wilfred Fehlbaber
up the lost work, amounting in extreme
come the "Associated Students of the
Assistant Sports Editor..........................George Wilson
instances to a whole year. Unless the rec lie : “Do you know how to throw University of Montana."
Exchange Editor............ .— —.................Helen Walsh
Circulation Manager
— .....— Robert MacKenzie
ord shows some promise of improvement a party?”
“Of course. Do you?”
students who fall below the average are She:
Fight Montana
He: “Sure. Get him by the seat
not granted the privilege of repeating the of the pants and the nape of the neck
and throw him c u t into the street.”
work.
The standard for each class is set by a
all the crooks were rounded up,
F ALL recent changes in the modem group system of elimination, which If And
MURK
put in one corral,
system of higher education, partic amounts practically to a curve. For stu
Not one could pick the lock upon
The Panama Canal.
Weather Note: Missoula Is
ularly voluminous in number during dents of junior classification the standards
Cloudy
are correspondingly higher—permitting of
the past two years, none recommends itself
Free Facts for Fresh
more strongly to serious consideration than fewer conditions and failures, but allow D on't ever m arry a tennis cham
I t was late in the afternoon and
the upperclass plan of study. Instituted ing greater leniency in the matter of class pion, because you might not be able Professor
Housman—th at being the
at Princeton University last year, the attendance. The system rests upon the to stand the racket.
______
name of the most recent addition to
system has had a full nine months’ trial fundamental principle that students should The meanest guy in the world is the I
tMchln« toret-wu paand if the word of President John Grier be prepared by the storing and training of fellow who will pick on h i. banjo.
v0Ttr, • ! " * *
8 °f
______
I papers with the aid of a 125-watt
Hibben can be taken at its face value, it their minds to meet actual conditions, and
Big oaks from little acorns grow. Edison incandescent. The professor
has achieved satisfactory results. “ There for this purpose provides considerable So do big aches from little toe-corns_ had previously given a teat to his ad
vanced reporting and editing class
is much to confirm us in our belief,” says time for research work of the students’ grow.
and a 125-watt lamp was necessary to
President Hibben, “ that this new system own choosing.
throw a little light on the subject.
Steal Sailors' Stuff
There can be little doubt but what the These men
of study, when developed and understood,
P aper a fte r paper be perused and
must be up to the minute.
will fully realize our hopes and expecta upperclass plan of study will have a whole With slickers and knickers and marked until finally he came to one
th
at
had been w ritten, rath e r care
such;
tions and prove an advance upon any prog some influence on higher education. Rest
fo r some of the stu ff th at lessly, with a bard pencil. I t un
ress we have been able to make hereto ing as it docs upon a foundation which Thoughthey
doubtedly
was a bard pencil because
purchase.
places a premium on real ability as distin They admit th at they do not care it was obviously hard to read. In
fore.”
fact
It
was
so hard it could hardly be
The upperclass plan of study is based guished from the mere “ grind,” it must
much.
read a t all. Finaly, a fte r deciding
upon a graduate scale which finds justi strike a fatal blow at the commercial ten
which
was
the
top and which was the
gob pants have swung into
fication in the theory that the standard of dencies of American colleges and univers Th fashion.
bottom of the exhibit, he set to work
scholarhsip should be lower in the fresh ities to turn out finished products in the Many yards of blue serge, fore and deciphering i t Being a very con
sciendous man, he would not acknowl
man year than in the sophomore year, and greatest numbers possible, rather than on
Army and Navy Store sells them. edge defeat until an hour had elapsed
correspondingly lower in the sophomore a basis of actual preparedness. Since it 'be
F o r the price of four bucks and a Then he almost elapsed with the hour
year than in junior or senior years. While is highly selective in its nature, it is qual
8 till there was the grade to be de
half.
cided upon. H e couldn't give it an
the system results in few changes for ified to weed out the misfits in education,
You'll
agree
th
at
a
shingle,
a
cig
freshmen, allowing a generous margin of and by careful analysis of results deter arette, and knickers make a lot of
failure in academic work, it acts with rig mine who is and who is not deserving of a difference, but they don't fool a
orous precision in cases of sophomore and college training. In its more immediate mouse.
junior standing. In the sefcond year of significance, depending upon a plan of
of the toughest jobs on record
college training, which is regarded as the graduated standards, it ultimately should I is One
th a t of the telephone girl in 1
vital period of transition from youth to do away with the unfortunate features of Turkey, where there might be three
maturity, when the students are presumed the A B C system of grading, long a can-1 ° r more harem s on one party line,
to be thoroughly in tune with their snr- ker sore in the heart of education.
Now fellows taking girls to shows

Muscle Bound

Which Strikes a Blowat Manufacturing Students

O

A beating ought to get.
may seem a t times pleasant in the he may come into the title (and the
F o r leaving after every scene
reading. There is entangled in the money) but his one fear is th at the I
To smoke a cigarette.
detail of Ellen's life a story, vibrant girl may be recognized as the lawful I
and wholesome, th at carries a moral heir. Comes then Denis Traquair, I Members of the Philosophy club
of
| and holds the interest throughout. One t a handsome and upright (of course) I held a meeting in the Main hall audi
Standard the World Over
for Seventy*Five Years
does not have to know “The Green I young American lawyer of Philadel- torium Wednesday evening. Profes
Bay Tree” to enjoy it. I t is com- phia. H e is the so rt of chap we like sor W. G. Bateman of the Chemistry
DUBLIN
BELFAST
plete in itself.
to see the Londoners accept as a department spoke on the “Philosophy
NEW YORK
“ Romance—The Loveliest Thing,”
Ellen is another strange bud on the I “ typical American." And they did of Science."
By Dorothy Black.
“Barr-Shane-Tolliver” tree. Seeking accept him, perhaps because with his
Henry Holt, N. Y.
freedom she elopes with a man and, I Philadelphian background, he under
Dean Sedman and Mil
Lucille
Price $2.00.
tied to him, settles down to the 'stood their high regard for “family.” Jameson were dinner gi
Dorothy Black's latest novel, “Ro* | work of becoming a great pianist. She | With Lord Iieriot, Denis establishes |
hall Tuesday.
mance—The Loveliest Thing” is a I touches the wealthy as she moves up | a peculiarly deep friendship, affecting
clever portrayal of youth’s eternal I the ladder of success, and Richard changes in the father's life th at starsearch for romance.
I Callender, scion of a rich family, falls I tie the puritanical prosecutors of
The novel is delightful, told with a in love with her. She cannot m arry I Nicole, but which ends in happiness,
clearness and simplicity which is him and he takes another mate. A fter [ The book is not unusual, nor is it
charming. The subtle changing of a her husband destroys himself for her, especially intriguing, hut it is intergirl who is drab and unattractive into | life moves swiftly.
Europe, Lily Jesting if for nothing else than its
a bright and sophisticated young lady Shane, training, a measure of sue-J minute characterization of Iieriot. I
under the warming influence of a few cess, the war and Callender again. I W hat an imposing figure he is—with
hundred pounds cannot fail to grip Divorce for Callendar and they are his exceptional height accentuated by
the reader’s interest.
married,—soon tp separate. Ellen his grey top hat—with his deep melThe story is about a young lady | has a son. Life again skips along] low voice and liis caressing “my
who inherits money, buys a Starbeam quickly.
dear,” which he uses on Denis and a
and goes to find adventure and r o 
That is but the briefest of sketches, chosen *ew—with memorable lovablemance. She has innumerable excit The details are the all im portant ness. Anna Robeson B urr’s book is
ing experiences, meets men in every p a rts of the book. Old faces from really a gorgeous tapestry, which has
station of life, but comes home finally “The Green Bay Tree” appear and been woven with the golden threads
to find romance amid very common many new ones appear,—principally of a man's poetic soul, the richness
circumstances.
New, up-to-the-minute styles. Fine her
Therese Callender, mother of Rich- of which is accentuated by the silver
Dorothy Black has w ritten the story ard, Sobine Crane, first wife of Rich- threads of Nicole's love, and the
ringbone weaves; silk lined; our regular
with the same easy, flowing style ard, and Clarence Murdoch, Ellen's strong bronze bands of Denis's loywhich characterizes all her works. I t first husband, and Rebecca Schoon-1 ally.
$35.00 grade. This price will hold good
is a winsome tale, full of the sort of berg, a Jewess, who lives in Europe.
only during our big sale, now going on.
fancy and intrigue t h a t . recommends “Possession” will fascinate or repel,
Itself to old and young alike.
as your personal viewpoints dictate,
While the w riter chooses the rug but always it will interest. We rec
Also new patent Oxfords in Walk-Over
ged E rrol as the real knight errant, it ommend it.
make—E. & W. Tuxedo and Full Dress
“Rumors to the effect th at the or
is pleasingly interesting to note that
chestra would btf limited to stringed
all of her men are extremely likeable.
Shirts—Tux Bow Ties—Tuxarrow Collars.
“St. Helios,”
instruments only are untrue," snid
W hether it is contact with Marcia,
Professor A. If. Weisbcrg yesterday.
whom the magic of the Starbeam and By Anna Robeson Burr.
“I have only followed my usual cus
the highway turned Cinderella, or Duffield & Co., New York.
tom of letting the wind instrument
ju st the lure of the fantastic that Price $2.
holds the readers, is a rather doubt
“Once the ice is broken with the players stay away from rehearsals for
TV^’ll Save You Money on Your
ful question. But who wants to judge, English, the w ater underneath is a while, in order th at I may concen
— the book is too delightfully differ generally warm.” This is the thought trate upon the strings, as their parts
Dress Clothes
ent to lends itself to ordinary analy- that Anna Robeson B urr’s very read are much harder than those of the
able novel, “St. Helios,” leaves with wind instruments. As the orchestra
her American readers. Lord Iieriot, is only giving two concerts tills year,
“ Possession.”
nicknamed St. Helios, is the magnifi the players of the wood-winds and
By Louis Bromfield.
cent figure around which the Toman- brasses are getting a longer rest than
F. A. Stokes Company.
tic story is woven. W orking through usual. The second concert comes
Price $2.50.
this one character, the author re  during the early part of May, and as
Louis Bromfield, author of “The veals a subtle and thorough knowl it only takes three or four rehearsals
Green Bay Tree,” which received ap edge of England—her descriptions of for those who play the winds to learn
Where the Fellows Meet
plause last year, has produced anoth the countrysides breathing the cool, parts, I asked them not to register
e r novel which lie calls “Possession, sweet smell of the woods and fields, for orchestra this quarter, as it is
I t is the tale of a woman's life—that and her pictures of London fairly not fair to those who do hove to come
of Ellen Tolliver, who played a minor dripping with fog.
out and work to give everyone who is
role in Bromfield’s first work.
The story runs thus: Through nn not needed at this time the credit for
I t is Bromfield’s ability to con attractive and popular dancer, Lord work he or she does not do.”
ceive characters of great potentiali Iieriot became the father of an ille
ties and to write of them truthfully, gitimate girl child—the beautiful KUOM WILL BROADCAST
yet without the- rasp of stark realism, Nicole, whom he employs as his sec
ST. XAVIER CHOIR MUSIC
th a t makes him stand out above the retary but whom he refuses to pub
herd of young modernists. He deals licly acknowledge. Major Tom KelMusic by the choir of St. Xavier
with the commonplace facts of life lynch, nephew of Lord Iieriot, is church under the direction of F. E.
and makes them, ugly though they waiting for his uncle to die so that Marts, will be put on the air Sunday
evening at the University radio sta 
AT LIBERTY
tion KUOM a t 0:15 o'clock. F ather
Krebsbach
will give a short sermon.
ANNOUNCING
I’iay by play reports of the two
That we will be open Sunday evenings from now on.
Pacific Coast Conference games to be
Have a MALTED MILK after the show
played hero February 0 and 0, will
he broadcast by KUOM. Qonzaga
ADMISSION $1.00—GALLERY 75c
University plays Saturday, and Boze
man State college Tuesday evening.

Ginger

REVIEWS

Cantrell & Cochrane, Ltd.

Books and Plays

E. &. J. Burke, Ltd.
Sole Agents U. S. and Canada

a ttemlnf
A because it might he an F paper
and neither could he give it an H? be of the faculty of that college
cause it might be an A paper. W hat
was be to do?
Another hour passed and found him
still seated there with the same p e r
plexed look upon his wrinkled brow.
Suddenly .a glow came over his face
and he smiled. I t was ju st as if he
had come across his collar button in
its accustomed place a fte r spending
hours looking for it in impossible
places, o r as if the Board of Educa
tion had raised his salary.
“Eureka!” he exclaimed, “I ’ve
found it!” And wiping off his glasses,
and taking one last look a t the paper,
he w rote down C—

INK

Albright Here W ith Debate Squad
R obert Albright, professor of eco
nomics and sociology a t the State
Normal college, is here with the
Normal deabate team. Professor Al
bright, who received his M.A. degree
from the University of Colorado,
studied under Professor J. H. Under-

A L W A Y S GOOD
ALWAYS THE SAME

JU U U U L it.I

»

HEN style is combined
with quality and long
Hfe, as it is in a Stetson, there
can be no question as to the
hat you should wear.

STETSON HATS
Styled for young men

V r v T T n rrrrn n n

v v v > n r n r n n r n r v> » % »

Missooia
Mercantile
company

Long Island City, N. Y.

TUXEDOS

$25

WEISBERG REFUTES
ORCHESTRA RUMORS

THE TOGGERY
Hear

WELSH SINGERS

THE CHIMNEY CORNER

TONIGHT

HERRICK'S

FAMOUS ICE CREAM
and Sherbets
‘YES, WE MAKE PUNCH’

GLEBEAS

Finest Creams
FRENCH PERFUMES
Exclusively a t

Don’t Be an
Oil Can
Take jour best girl to
see

“Flaming
Waters”
The Tremendous Drama
of Oil
at the

RIALTO

Friday and Saturday

FLORENTINE SHOFPI

SUNDAY AND M O N D A Y

THUNDER
THE MARVEL DOG

“THE
SILENT PAL”

“The
Goose
Woman”
by
REX BEACH

Buster Keaton
SUNDAY

“G o W e s t”
One of the greatest com
edy features ever pro
duced.
Other Special
features

Starring
LOUISE DRE8SE
who won first prize in
this offering for giving
the greatest character
ization ever done
woman.

by »

NEXT SUNDAY

Friday. February 5, 1926

THE

Annabelle Desmond and Lillian
Bell met with the Traditions commit
tee of North hall Tuesday evening to
teach the freshmen women songs and
Thelma Longmire has been in St. traditions of the University.
Elizabeth Maury, Doroth Quigley
Patrick's hospital for the past week
with an attack of the flu. She came and Marion Hall, members of the
University
Girls' debating team, left
home Tuesday, but was forced to re 
Wednesday night for Dillon, where
turn to the hospital yesterday.
they
debated
with a team from the
Rex Bk>m is confined in the South
Normal college last night. Misses
hall infirmary with the grip.
Quigley
and
Hall
will return to Mis
Curtis Lees left to spend the week
soula today, but Miss Maury will vis
end with his parents in Butte.
it
in
Butte
with
her
parents until Sun
Mrs. Theodore Brantly, matron of
North hall, went to Helena Wednes day night.
Dora
and
Elsie
Hauck will leave
day evening to witness the unveiling
of the monument of her late husband, | tonight for their home in Philipsburg
to
spend
the
week-end.
Judge Theodore Brantly, which took;
Helen Newman, secretary to the
place there Thursday. Mrs. Brantly
will return to Missoula today. During president, returned to her work
her absence Mrs. Julia Newson is | Wednesday after being confined to bed
with influenza.
acting as matron of the hall.

On the Campus

Something-

New and Different
Our
FRIDAY SPECIAL
(for everyone)

THE BLUE PARROT
Making Mountains
Out of Mole-Hills
Some brood and make mountains out of mole-hills.
Others take small things and develop them into factors
of far-reaching importance.
Young men and women, look around before you buy
and then buy where you find you can get standard quality
goods and save the most money; build solidly for the
future.
The J. C. Penney Company eliminates the profits of
the middleman and exercises its tremendous buying power
for the benefit of thousands of suctomers of its hun
dreds of stores.
I t does not make mountains out of molehills but aids
its patrons by converting various small savings into big
savings for the public.

Marguerite Thomas has been ah'sent from school for the p ast few
days, owing to an attack of the grippe.
Professor 0. Crumaker, instructor
in the economics department, expects
to return to his classes Monday. He
has been confined a t home for the
past two weeks with sciatic rheuma
tism.
Carma Cole was absent from school
for the past few days owing to illness.
Gertrude Conway was a luncheon
guest at Craig hall Tuesday noon.
Errael Malvern was a dinner guest
at Craig hall Wednesday night.
Miss Edna Tait, of Whitehall, who
has been visiting Marguerite MacFadden a t Craig ball since Friday,
returned to her home Wednesday
night.
Alpha Tau Omeg aannounces the
pledging of Bus Warner of Miles City.
Members of the tradition committee
met at North hall Tuesday evening to
introduce the new school song com
posed by Vivian Lewis.
Katherine Spence of Thompson
Falls is in the North hall infirmary
with an attack of the mumps.
Esther Erickson, '29, has with
drawn from school and returned to
her home a t Wolf Point.
Fred Mungcr, '28, has withdrawn
from school because of illness and
returned to his home in Great Falls.
Coach Harry Dahlberg, ex *27, and
his Butte high school basketball team
were guests a t the Phi Delt house
Sunday.
Evert Lundell, ex '26, of Sand
Coulee, stopped in Missoula Tuesday
on his way home from Spokane.
Robert Dalke, ex '29, has returned
from Seattle, Washington, where lie
has been visiting friends during the
past month.
Miss Ernestine Dawson, ex '28, was
a dinner guest at the Alpha Chi
Omega house Tuesday.
Harold Joyce returned to school
Wednesday after a two days absence
due to a severe cold.
Mrs. W. F. Fullerton of Vancouver;
B. O., arrived in Missoula Tuesday
to visit with her nephew, Ben Quesnel.
Jack Diamond suffered a broken
finger in the intra-mural basketball
games.
Charles Kumler, senior in the For
estry school, spent the week-end at
Philipsburg.
Gretchen Muckier was absent from
classes the first p a rt of the week due
to an attack of neuralgia.
Pauline Swartz is confined to her
home with an attack of scarlet fever.
* Bishop Fox o f Billings visited cam
pus students whose homes are in that
city, Tuesday.
Maybelle Garrison has withdrawn
I from school and returned to her home
*in Saco.
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S T U D EN T EM PLO YM EN T
SC A R C E , SAYS NEW M AN

(Continuefl from Page 1)
social and spiritual activities are to
find the balance between self and
service and between desire and duty,"
said Mrs. Clapp in her address. "True
service can be clearly states in a
simple rule of conduct: Whatever of
good comes, pass it along; however
humble and limited a self may be it
can pass the gool along; however good
and talented self may be it can do
nothing better than to pass the good
along. By serving to pass along a
particular kind of good which you
find to be your vocation you are put
ting yourself into the world's service
and the fact that you; earn your liv
ing does not detract from the value
of your service to society as long as
your earning is honest."
"To be a real person and genuine,
one must be friends with himself,"
said Miss Merieless in her talk, "Ad
ventures in Friendship." She dis
cussed briefly the progress that teach
ing had made saying that "little by
little communities are recognizing
teaching as an a rt and as a true pro
fession."
Today's program will include talks
by Ann P latt of the Home Economics
department on "The Value of nomc
Economics Training in Professional
and Private Life"; by Mary Laux of
the Physical Education department on
"The New Idea of Physical Educa
tion"; by Dean Stone of the Journ
alism school on "Journalism as a Vo
cation for Women"; by Mrs. C. W.
Leapliart of Missoula on "The Home
Woman in Community Life,” and by
Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman on
"Closing of Convention."
The conference will close with a
banquet at the YWCA this evening
5:30 o'clock for all visiting girls.

Student employment has been more
scarce the past two months than at
any time during the term, according
to a report made recently to President
Clapp by Helen Newman, who is in
charge of student employment There
were fewer jobs available for stu
dents during December and January
than during the same months a year
ago.
Twenty-five employers offered a
total of 38 jobs, 35 of which were
filled, the remaining three being can
vassing jobs which students could not
hold.
Cards have been sent out to all
prospective employers and an adver
tisement in the Missoulian has been
run regularly in order to increase the
demand for student labor. A good
deal of work will be available on the
athletic field as soon as the snow
melts and work can be resumed.
Lynn Stewart, '29, was taken ill
with the mumps Tuesday evening.
Glen Rogers of Honan, who has
been attending the Pharmacy school
for the past quarter, and working
for the Peterson Drug company, with
drew from school, and is moving to
Corvallis, Oregon, with his parents, I
where he may attend the Pharmacy
school.

o c
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DANCE

The
u

General Electric Coi
of Dcvcmber 3,19:
37,716 stockholders,

* m w .eriM o f Q-K advi
“ f o u n ts showing w hat eh
2,cUy I* doing in m s
®“ ds will be sent on reque
*oc booklet GBK-1.

WILL TALI MONDAY
(Continued ft om Page I)
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DEVOE PAINT
WALL FINISH
ART MATERL1LS
M ISSO U LA H A R D W A R E
P L U M B IN G CO.

AND

CHARLESTON
CLASS
Special Afternoon

Saturday—3 p. m.

Winter Garden
School of Dancing

Florence Laundry Co.

that furniture of a former period has
no place in the home of today since
it does not fill modern needs.
All music for the KUOM program
to be broadcast Monday, February 8,
at 8 o'clock will be furnished by the
University band under the direction
of Albert Hoelscher. The program
numbers are:
Sacred'March, Old Trinity..... Panella
Ilum oreske................. Anton Dvorak
Grand Fantasia, Muritana.... .Wallace
Trombone Solo, Love’s Old Sweet
Song ..........
Hunt
“Interior Decorating,” 20 - minute
talk by Professor Clifford Riedell
of the Fine Arts department.
Old Folks at H om e................... Foster
Intermezzo, After Sunset..........Pryor
Parade of the Wodden Soldiers....
.......... — .— ...... .......... Leon Jessel
Reading from Mark Twain’s "Auto
biography,” by Professor E. L.
Freeman of the department of Eng
lish.
March, Our Favorite Regiment .....
...... ..............................Dominik Ertl
"Why Montana Is Culled the Treas
ure State”—Fact Talk No. 12.

104 East Cedar St.

Ph. 370 W

It

The Newman club will meet in St.
Anthony’s parish hall Sunday imme
diately after the 9 o'clock mass. All
Catholic students are urged to attend.
B. T. Gagnon, President.
There will be a meeting of the
Home Economics club February 10 in
the Natural Science building. Mrs.
Jesse will talk.
LOST—A bill fold containing about
$12.00 in silver and bills and also a
bunch of keys and receipts. Identifi
cation card on inside. Finder may
keep the money and return bill fold
and keys to telephone booth in Main
hall.

;

President C. II. Clapp returned
Wednesday morning from Butte and
Bozeman where he filled two lecture
engagements.
Earnest Lake, '29, was n dinner
guest at the Templar house Wednes
day.

and After the Sleigh Ride

Cakes and Pastries
Made to Your Order

McDonald - Williamson
& Company
BAKER Y
Tel. 308

131 E . Cedar

VALENTINES
Why Is It

That Mora Students Are Eating
at the

Hi School Candy Stop?
Watches, Diamonds and Jtmtt ry
Watch Repairing a Specialty

C.L. WORKING
(Always Working)

Phone U - t l

122 N. Higgins

Dr. A. G. Whaley

Eyes Examined

Glasses F lt tM )

Treatments Given for Muscular
Trouble
383 Smead-Simons Bldg.
Phone 181

Navy Balloons
and Beauty Parlor
WE AIM TO PLEASE

FIRESIDE

McKay Art Co.

Special Student Rate,
50 Cents.

American Barber Shop

For Yoar

Special Price to Students

Prof. L. A. Hepburn,
Director.

W. A. TALBERT, Prop.

ICappa Kappa Gumma till-Univcrsity bridge party, to be given at Uni
versity church February 0, has been
postponed until Saturday, February
13.
(‘Her ratio
table for that
date can be made by
g S2-i.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
e l e c t r i c

W E C A R R Y A F U L L L IN E O F

$4.50
AH the Boys Are
Wearing Them
TIM CLOWES ARMY
STORE

BARNETT OPTICAL CO.
Specialists in Fitting Glasses

All Optical Repairs Promptly Made']

139 East Cedar St.

Thos.F. Farley

New Grill Cafe
The Place of Good Eats

GROCERIES
Phones: 5 3 - 5 4 - 5 5

T H E R A IN B O W
Barber and Beauty Parlor

Service That Gratifies

Butte Cleaners
“Kleaners That Klean”
A. PETERSON, Prop.

Frosh!

Frosh!

Watch Your Undefeated Team Go—
TONIGHT—7:30 P. M.

Phone 300

Auto Delivery

Hot Dogs, Hamburger and
Beer
at the

CUBS

MISSOULA CLUB

■— VS. —- .

IDAHO TECH
ba sk etba ll:

ba sk etba l:

NOTICES

A 70,000 horsepower hydro-electric unit recently installed at
Niagara Falls utilizes the same amount of water as seven
former 5,000-horsepower units, yet does the work of fourteen
such units. And it saves 700,000 tons of coal yearly for the
nation.
As more and still more uses are found for electricity, larger
and more economical generators are installed. At the power
plant, as well as at the consumer’s end, important changes and
startling developments have steadily reduced the cost of
electricity for light, power, and heat.
And wherever electricity has blazed its trail—in towns, cities,
industrial centers, and rural communities—comfort and progress
have come to stay.
Generating and distributing electricity concern the technical
student. But electricity’s application in the betterment of
industry, the professions, and home life concerns every edu
cated person. Cheap electricity means many startling achieve
ments today, but countless and unbelievable possibilities
tomorrow.

whom 45 p e r c e n t we
women. The average mi
{** o f common shares hi
by stockholders w as 55.
ownership, policies, past a
P*v*ent activities, G-B is v
dedicated to t
*“ * ° f electrical proerc

Mrs. W. G. Kelley of Kalispell vis
ited with her son, William, Tuesday.

PHONE 48

Ilarry Donaldson, Charles Archi
bald, Marion Smith, Walter Griffin,
Harold Reely and Malcolm Morrow
were pledged Alpha Kappa Psi, na
tional business administration fra
ternity, Wednesday afternoon at 4
o’clock, at Mr. Sanford’s office.
Monday afternoon, Harold Iloem,
Boynton Paige, Melvin Johnson and
Vernon Hollingsworth were pledged.
Initiation will be held for the ten
pledges, Spnday afternoon, February

Bigger Generators—
Cheaper Electricity

Great benefit is being derived by
basketball players from dancing the
Charleston, according to Coach Hager
of Washington Agricultural college.
The fact that the faculty is consid
ering putting a ban on the dance drew
the following statement from Hager:
"Basketball players are susceptible to
fallen arches or flat feet. In the
Charleston, one’s weight is supported
much of the time on one’s toes. That
is good exercise to build up weak
arches."

104 WEST SPRUCE

FR A TE R N ITY PLED G ES TEN
B U SIN ESS A D M A JO R S

T h is giant hydro-electric unit weighs 750 tons and consists o f a vertical shaft
hydraulic turbine attached to an electric generator delivering 52,000 kilowatts
at 12,000 volts.

:z%qc/% J

Basketbalfers Charleston

Yellow Cab Co.
PHONE 1100

Oars For Rent Without
Drivers

Falstaff Cafe
(Private Booths)

Just Out

New Brunswick Records
B E S U R E A N D H E A R T H E S E H O T O N ES

2990
75c
2992
75o
3013
75c
3014
75o

Sleepy Time Gal..................................... Nick Lucas with Guitar
I Found Somebody to Love..................................... With Guitar
A Little Bit Bad— Vocal Chorus...................................Fox Trot
Sleepy Tim e Gafc— Vocal Chorus................................. Fox Trot
Ben Bernle Orchestra
Mifuni— Comedian...............................Al Jolson with Orchestra
You Forgot to Remember................................................... Jolson
I'm Sitting on Top of the W orld........................................Vocal
You Flew Away From the Nest..........................................Vocal
A l Jolson with Orchestra

Schaefer Music Company
Phone 609

130 Higgins Avenue

COM IN G SOON— B R U N SW IC K P A N A T R O P E
An Entirely New Electrical Reproducing Instrument

THE EATS ARE DIFFERENT AT THE

ROYAL CAFE

TOM CUMMINGS, Manager

116 West Main Street

Regular Dinner Every Day
Special on Steaks
Chicken Dinner Sundays
121 W E S T MAIN

Schramm-Hebard Meat Co. I

Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters

417 North Higgles,

Finest Home Prepared Things t e l
Eat

The Coffee Parlor Cafe]
Soda Fountain In Connection
Open from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. mi i

For Best Shoe Repairing!
See

Leading Electric Shoe
Repair Shop

]

514 South Higgins Avenue

I

J. A. Lacasse

THE

r »

MONTANA

Friday, February 6.1924

X A IMIN'

CUBS MEET IDAHO TECH TONIGHT VARSITY-GOMZAGA TOMORROW
TIGERS BATTLE CUBS
REJUVENATED GRIZZLY TEAM
i

T. Hodges, rg ................2
Meagher, 0g ............... .. 0
Tarbox ...............- ........... 0
Law (19)

TO BATTLE WITH BULLDOGS

Grizzlies Are Pointed for j veterans should not be overlooked,
■e lettermen, Ingram, Flaherty,
Gonzaga’s Capable Squad I Dussault,
Rotchford and Captain
of Veteran Gagers
Fitzgerald, all of whom have tripped I
__________

the maple floor together for years,
are carrying the burden of Gonznga’s
When the ,Gonzaga Bulldog scraps I ]10op season. Walterskirclien, Albers,
with the Montana Grizzly tomorrow R cardon and Meader are substitutes
sight a t S o’clock he will discover 0£ no mean ability,
a much stronger 'foe than he met a t
Ingram, besides having a nice eye,
Spokane two weeks ago.
is probably, the speediest and smooth*
Coach Stew art’s cagers have "taken | est forward that ever graced the local
M l advantage of the last week, liav- J court, and his mate, Rotchford, is a
iag gone through several strenuous J good shot. Dussault has advanced
practices,, and will undoubtedly appear I rapidly in bis effectiveness a t center.
as a much more unified machine. The He is blessed with unusual ranginess.
weaker links have been strengthened Flaherty is a stalward, veteran
• r substituted. However, it Is probable guard; he was placed on the second
that -there will -be only one change
all-Northwcst conference team last
the starting lineup that tore into the year.
Fitzgerald can be used at
WJS.C. Cougars lost Friday night either forward or guard.
That change will probably be made at
Because Gonzaga is a free-lance
forward.
school, there are few comparative
Another advantage that Gonzaga scores for the Bulldogs and Grizzlies,
had a t Spokane that she will not have except that Coach Smith's hoopsters
here is that she is not catching the trimmed W.S.C. a t both Pullman and
Grizzlies on the tail-end of a diffi Spokane. Squinty H unter of Idaho
cult six-game road trip.
will referee, and Coach Stegner of
Five Lettermen on Team
Missoula high will umpire the battle.
However rosy Montana’s chances
Tentative lineups are:
may appear the fact that Coach Smith Gon 2aga
Montana
has a big, rangy, sharpshooting crew
R otch fo rd ..............Coyle or Overturf
Forward
Ingram ..........
Illman
Forward
Dussault ...........
Kain
Center
Flaherty ....,... .........
Sterling
Guard
Fitzgerald __
Baney
Guard
The remaining battles on the Grizz
ly schedule are:
February 6—Gonzaga a t Missoula.
February 9—Montana State at
Bozeman.
February 12—Idaho a t Missoula.
February 19—Montana State at
Missoula.
February 22—Washington a t Missoula.
Februar; 27—Oregon Aggies a t
Missoula.

Come in today and hear the
new record of the inimitable j INTER-COLLEGE
Jack Smith—The Whispering
Baritone—on the New Ortho- I
SCHEDULE
phonic Victrola. And let us
play the stirring new Victor
Feb. 4—A rts and Science vs. Law;
dance records for you.
Bus. Ad. vs. Pharmacy; 7 p. m.
Winat Did I Tell Ya? With
(The Whispering Baritone)

Piano

J ack S mith

Sorae Other Bird Whistled a Tune
With Piano (The Whispering
Baritone) - - - - J ack S mith
Victor Record N o. 19914, 10-inch

Tie Me To Your Apron Strings
Again — Fox T rot With Vocal

Refrain J ack C hapm an ’s O rchestra
With Vocal Refrain

W ant a Little Lovin’— Fox T rot

r

F red H amm

and

H is O rchestra

Victor Record N o. 199 IS , 10-inch

That Certain

Feb. 8—Journalism vs. Forestry;
j Arts and Science vs. Bus. Ad.; 7 p. m.
Feb. 11—Pharmacy vs. Forestry;
Journalism vs. Bus. Ad.; 7 p .m .
Feb. 15—A rts and Science vs.
Journalism ; Bus. Ad. vs. Law; 7 p. m.
Feb. IS —Forestry vs. A rts and
» Science; Journalism vs. Law; 7 p. m.
Feb. 23—Pharmacy vs. Arts and
Science; Law vs. Forestry; 7 p. m.
Feb. 25—Law vs. Pharmacy.
Note—A championship banner will
be given the winner of the series.

Party — Fox- T rot
Russo and

With Vocal Refrain

F iorito’s O riole O rchestra

1 "W anna” Go W here You Go,
Then I ’ll Be Happy — Fox Trot
Russo and F iorito’s
O riole C : hestra

Victor Record No* 19917; 10-iach

Dickinson Piano Co.
Victor Dealers of Missoula

Excel
E l e c t r ic Co o k e r
before tfou

leave—-

GIR LS’ R I F L E TE A M SH OOTS
FIR ST M ATCH O F Y E A R

Shooting its first match of the sea
son, the Girls’ Rifle team is this week
firing a score to be sent to Oregon
Agricultural college, says Major G. L.
Smith, coach. I t is expected th at the
firing for this match will b e . com
pleted this afternoon. The scores
will be mailed tomorrow to O. A. C.
The Forestry club rifle team has is
sued a challenge to the girls' team,
but it is not known yet whether or
not the challenge has been accepted.

Coach H arry Adams’ yearling bas
j ketball team, undefeated in 20 starts,
faces a strong team tonight when they
j meet Idaho Tech in the University
gym a t 7:30. Since Adams selected
his lineup, which he did in the BobOnly three Oregon men, Okerberg, Gunther and W cstergren, are ahead of kitten game, the frosh string has not
Captain Illman iu conference scoring. Of course some of the other teams met an opponent th a t seriously te s t
hare not played as many games as Montana and Oregon. The figures given ed their strength. Tonight’s game
below represent only the tallying in Coast conference tilts. Coyle is four j promises to be a thriller.
Idaho Tech’s Tigers bring a classy
points behind the “Chief” for second honors, and Kelly rates third.
team of basket tossers with Richey,
In order they look*iike this:
center,
and Ilodson, forward, both
Name
Points Name
Points
The Pocatello squad
Illman ............................................. 40
Baney ......................................... — . 7 j clever shots.
also
has
a brace of nifty guards who
Coyle ............................................... 36 Sweet ............................................... 5
Kelly ................................ .... .......... 20
Berg ................................................ 5 1held Dillon Normal to. a single field
Ovorturf
..... .............................. 10
Sterling .......................................
I goal the other night. The team is on
a tour and is meeting a number of]
Kaln ................................................. 9
junioir college and strozig independent
H a rt wig, captain and center for the Bobcats, is leading the Rocky Moun- ■tea infi in the state.
Cubs Won in 1923
tain conference in scoring with 45 points. Glynn is high guard scorer in the
When the Tigers plajIed here three
league, having registered 28 counters. These two Bobcats have made these
years
ago,
the Cubs, consisting of
scores in four conference clashes. By the way, Montana meets Montana |
Illmaiii, Baney, Berg and Crowley had
State at Bozeman Tuesday, February 9.
their hands full in downing the inA blind basketball team from the Illinois State School of the Blind de vader;s 27-20 nad 29-26>. Armstrong,
feated the Centenary Sunday School team, composed of boys of normal forwa rd, and high point man in the
vision, 2G-3, a t Jacksonville, Illinois. One of the blind boys scored 15 points. 1923 games, has been forced to the
AH of which goes to prove th at nothing is impossible, except, possibly, bench, making way for n better |
plajrei
wrestling with the grade curve.
Adams will s ta r t his regular string
With
Clack anil Sulliv on, forw ards;
Here is the inter-fraternity bowling schedule fo r the season, If InterestStock ing, center; and Wendt and
ed, you might d ip it fo r reference:
Lewisi,
guards. Davis, lluber, Smith,
Saturday, February 6, at 2:30 P. M.
Ross will be among the reserves. Jim Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Sigma Alpha vs. Sigma Nu.
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Phi Delta Theta.

j

INTRA-MURAL GAMES

Saturday, February 27, at 2:30 P* M.

Business
Ad
Defeats
Pharmacy;
A rts and Sciences Take
Law Quintet

Saturday, March 6, at 2:30 P. M.

Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Alpha Tau Omega.
Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Sigma Alpha vs. Phi D elta Theta.

Amidst the steady drii drip of
w ater from a leaky roof tin A rts and
Science team took the meat r e of the
Neither of the two Oregon schools have lost a conference hoop struggle Law organization 26-19, in slippery
this season. A t present O. A. C. appears to furnish the only possible ripple exhibition of ball. Resin scattered \
in Oregon's smooth sailing. N orthern division standings of the conference about the floor and the industrious I
labors of a crew of floor wipers armed |
follow:
with towela did little to keep the atbTeam—
Won
Lost
For.
Pet
letes
rout coasting half the length
O re g o n _______________ ______
___ 6
0
203
023
1.000
of the gym as the ez ding feature of
o
O .A X *._____________________
0
59
40
1.000
a long dash with the ball.
Idaho __ __...____ ___ _________
The legal minds f the law y ers
W. S. C . ____________________
...... 1
63
75
.333
conferr ed a fte r the first few minutes 1
W ash in g to n __ ____ ...________
___ 1
90
107
.250
of the game and hit upon n scheme I
Montana .........................................
...... 1
6
133
194
.149
that almost won the fray. Planting |
____
A new coaching system, in which the head coach is supreme, is being McDonnell and Larson on islands in
the
middle of the floor they settled
planned for -W. S . C . Since Coach Exendine quit the Cougars have been
without a gridiron mentor. In a declaration concerning the new system, Doc down to a long passing game. , The
two
men had their hoop eyes fo r.th e
Bohler said, “ F irs t of all, we are going to obtain a football coach capable of
placing Washington State College on the same gridiron plane as the o th e r'! eveniug, and the half ended 171 to 15
I
in
favor
of the legal lights. Late in
Pacific Coast colleges.” The head ooach will be given absolute freedom in i
the selection of his assistants, one of whom will devote his time to freshman ! the second half, after a determined
exhibition
of euforced gymnastics, the
teams. A capable trainer who will look after ail teams will also be engaged, j
Doc Bohler added, “ In the past 10 years the enrollment at W . S. C . has iI Hodges twins and Pearce figured but
a
path
between
the puddles, and sunk
doubled, yet our coaching staff personnel is the same numerically as It was i
four baskets in rapid succession to
in 1916”
I
win
th
e
game.
Much of the above can justly be applied to Montana. Th e Cougars are
I Lineup and summary:
taking the steps that we too should be more than considering.

i

j

J

I A rts & Sciences (26)

Spring football call brings out 51 candidates a t Oregon. Eleven lettermen
on band. Six full football tea me have signed up a t O. A. C. for spring
practice.

FG

I B. Hodges, ] f .... ............. 7
rf
I Pier
Duhlberg.
1

FT^ P F

1

0

1

Bizads (26)

Drew, If .....— ---------Smith, r f ____________
Graham, m __ _____
Stepantsoff, l g ______
Lewis, rg ______^___ _
Henry —
__ _____ ....

Excel Cookers $ 8 .5 0

three foul goals. Clarice Shaw count
Gordon Hulett, who graduated from
ed nine points for her team. II. Hammerstrom of Phi Beta made most the University in 1024, writes from
points in this game with six field and Los Angeles, that he is going to en
ter the drug business there and asks
two foul goals.

FG
2
i

0
0

1
0
FT

6
0
2
0

2

2
0

0

“DRESS WELL AND SUCCEED*’

Missoula
Mercantile!
COM PANY
k W U U

First A nnual D ance

Ladies Free

j
j

SPECIAL

FRIDAY ONLY

MISSOULA
MERCANTILE
COMPANY

1

1

C lara D e ll Shxiver was a dinner
guest at North hall Tuesday.

Sheridan’s Seven-Piece Orchestra
and Entertainers

A frock that is smart
ness in itself, fashioned
of shimmering satin,
with an unusual side
flare and a chic collar.
“Minerva Guide”
Included With the
Pattern

1

D aniel Mason, a former member of
the teaching staff at Berkeley, in
spected N orth hall, Monday after
noon.

TONIGHT

Ladles' Home Journal
Pattern No. 4915

1
PF

0
0
1
1

Dress Better,
And You Look Better;
Look Better,
And You Feel Better;
Feel Better,
And You Work Better;
Work Better,
And You Will Be
Better Regarded and
Better Rewarded.

Tickets $1.10

PF

0

NURSES OF ST. PATRICK’S HOSPITAL

TANGLE IN SERIES

Missoula Public Service Co.

1
0
0

1
O
0
0
o
Callison _________ _— .. 0

Given by the

Paul Lynch, who resigned as captain of the 1926 Gonzaga football toum,
says that he deserved the loss of the captaincy. He admits th at after he had
broken football training rules he could not in reason expect to instill in his
teammates respect for those rules.

j

FT

0
0

&

Whitman, with seven victories and no defeats, has captured the Northwest
Alice Bennett, Ann Hench and
Mrs. Mary Mohrt, members of the conference basketball title. The newly formed conference includes Whitman,
Dillon Normal college debate team, Willamette, Pacific, Linfield, College of Idaho and College of Puget Sound.
were guests at Craig hall during their
stay in Missoula.
IT. Bourret, Sigma Kappa, played a
j
game, pursued by A. Lease, M.
| Bind, M. Reid and A. Ross of Theta, j
| all of whom played hard but inef
fectually.
| Kappa Kappa Gamma won the
| ri-rlit u n o Si,rma Kappa quint
| in the semi-finals by defeating Kappa
Alpha XI Delta, Sigma Kappa and Delta 37 to 25. Kappa showed some !
Phi Beta to Play
I good team wo* k against small but
In Finals
I persistent opposition.
Alpha Chi
Omega's team walked away with
Alpha Phi. 30 to 10. Alpha Xi Delta
Finals of the women’s interorgan- ' took the Delta Gammas 33 to 2. Winization basketball tournament will be I ifred Mathews starred for her team,
played next week. Preliminary elim [converting the only points—two—by
inations were made early this week a field goal in the second half.
Semi-finals came to a close a t 9:30
and semi-finals were played yesterday
afternoon and evening. Miss Mary p. m. yesterday with Alpha Xi Delta,
Laux and her coaching class offici Signm Kappa and Phi Beta going to
the finals. Out of Town lost its chance
ated.
The Out of Town-Phi Beta game a t the finals by failing to play as a
|
From Any
and the Kappa-Sigma Kappa games team until the last half, with Alpha
were fastest. Out of Town and Phi | Xi Delta, AMm XI leading 14 to 1
Lamp Socket
Beta tied a t 17, both automatically I a t the end of the first half and finish
going into the semi-finals; and Kappa ing 11 to 21. Clarice Shaw of Out
lost to Sigma Kappa, 14 to 45. Work of Town p’nved the first half for her
of Lillian Shaw, running center, for team but in the second half the team
the losers was outstandingly good, rallied: the - mo ds tightened, und bet
though many intercepted passes by ter play followed.
The last game of the semi-finals
,E, McCoy, long Sigma Kuppa center,
prevented Kappa from scoring often- 'between Phi Beta and Alpha Chi
Omega
was fast and rough. Phi Beta
er. _T. .Bpurret of Sigma Kappa was
high point “man” with 11 field and won, 10 to 16.

Bakes
Boils
Stews
Roasts

:

Saturday, February 13, at 2:30 P. M.

Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Alpha.
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Alpha Tau Omega.
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu.

P F ent fighting spirit.
Lineup and summary
4
0 Pharmacy (16)
FG

................L.W B ffH fW lIK llfflJH I

i

Saturday, February 20, at 2:30 P. M.

0

2 of Stepantsoff and Lewis. The Pill0 rollers have a smooth working or0 ganization but it is lacking in consist-

The addition of baskets plus the
subtraction of the good guarding of
the Bizads, prevented the Pillr oilers
from taking a second victory, the
Pharm acists losing the game 26-16.
The rain had ceased to seep through
the floor by the time the second battie was half over, and the future Tired
Business Men’s team went Into a
fast rally th a t netted them a lead that
was never threatened by the P h a r
m acists in spite of individual bits of
brilliance on the p a rt of Mowatt and
Jacobizac. The Pill rollers tried hard
to come back but were held down at
every attem pt by the dose calculating

-----------

Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Phi Delta Theta.
Sigma Alpha vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Sigma Nu vs. Alpha Tau Omega.

0

1
0
0
0
0

Do you know th at the life of freshman athletics depends on the support
j of the student bodys ? The yearlings need games if they a re to develop into
capable Varsity performers, and to w arrant the scheduling of these games
real turnout interest must be shown. Tonight a t 7:30 the Cubs tangle with
Idaho Tech, which has a hoop crew of almost college class.

Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Nu.
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Sigma Alpha.

FG

McDonell, If .................. 4
Huber, rf ...................... 1

Alm ost since the first time they swished a basketball through the nets in
high school, four of Gonzaga's Bulldogs, Flaherty, Fitzgerald, Rotchford and
Dussault, have been gracing the same courts. Ingram Is their other regular,
and he has been playing with this quartette during all of his college days.
Frosh Meet Strong Idaho Quint in
If the Grizzlies trim the Bulldogs, which they probably wHI, it will not be I
Tussle on Local Flo o r
because the invaders were inexperienced or had not played together long
at 7:30
enough. A t any rate it’ll be a mean battle when the Bulldog and Grizzly
growl at each other tomorrow night.

0

0
FT

l’almolivo Shaving Cream—25 oents
One Dollar Bottle Shaving Lotion—40 cents
5 Boxes of $1.50 Candy for $1.00 Box

Associated Students’ Store

